Improved light-output of thin-GaN light-emitting diode with micro-reflector and roughened surface
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1. Introduction

Recently, light emitting diodes (LEDs) with thin-GaN structure attract serious attention because of their excellent thermal dissipation [1]-[2]. The main feature of the thin-GaN LED structure is that grown on GaN LED epi-layer is stripped off and laser lift-off (LLO) techniques [3]. Heat generated from the active layer region can then be more effectively dissipated by transference to the Si substrate. However, it still needs a great effort for improving the light extraction efficiency and the heat dissipation as well as internal quantum efficiency. Research into improving the light extraction efficiency (external quantum efficiency) and the heat dissipation in the LED has been intense. Several methods such as surface roughening [4], inclined side wall [5], and diffused mirror techniques [6] have been investigated to improve their light extraction efficiency.

In this research, we fabricated the thin-GaN LEDs with naturally formed nano-pyramids on the p-GaN surface and micro-roughness on the n-GaN surface. The nano-pyramids formed by the Mg-treatment, a growth-interruption step and a surface treatment using biscyclopentadienyl magnesium (CP_2Mg), could make the surface rough as the micro-reflector. The rough surface of n-GaN could enhance the light extraction efficiency by photoelectrochemical (PEC) etching. The conventional LED (p-side up) and the LEDs with and without micro-reflector were fabricated and comparison of these fabricated LEDs will be discussed in this letter.

2. Experiment

The LED samples were grown on a c-plane sapphire substrate by means of a metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) with a rotating-disc reactor (Emcore D75TM). The LED structure with a size of 350 μm × 350 μm consists of a 30-nm-thick GaN nucleation layer grown at 520 °C on sapphire, a 4-μm-thick Si-doped n-GaN layer grown at 1040 °C, 5-pair of InGaN/GaN multiple quantum well (MQW) active layers grown at 760 °C, a 50-nm-thick Mg-doped p-AlGaN electron blocking layer grown at 760 °C, and a 0.15-μm-thick Mg-doped p-GaN cladding layer also grown at 1050 °C. After the growth of these layers, a growth-interruption step, stopping the TMGa flow while maintaining CP_2Mg flow, was applied on the p-GaN surface. The details of the growth-interruption step which denoted as “Mg treatment” could be described elsewhere [7].

Nanoplates magnesium with treated 10 min were formed on the surface of the p-GaN layer. For comparison, the LEDs with and without Mg treatment were fabricated. Then, typical Ni–Au metal p-contact was deposited on top of the p-GaN surface. Then, a 300-nm Ag was deposited as the micro-reflector. Then, LED chips were bonded to the Si wafer. After the bonding process of the LED, a 248-nm KrF excimer laser was employed to strip the original sapphire substrate off. The n-GaN surfaces of the LEDs with and without Mg treatment were roughed in KOH solution by PEC etching and the Cr(50 nm)/Au(300 nm) bilayer was deposited on it for serving as the n-contact metal pad. Fig. 1 illustrates the schematic diagram of the thin-GaN LED structure with micro-reflector.

3. Result and Discussion

Fig. 2 shows the scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the p-GaN surfaces (a) and the cross section of the LED structure after PEC etching (b). Notice that Mg-treatment p-face GaN surfaces show pyramid features, which is distinct from the Mg-treatment Ga-face GaN surfaces.
Fig. 3 shows the characteristic of the light output power versus the injection current. The light output powers at 20 mA of the conventional LED, and the thin-GaN LEDs with and without micro-reflector are 13.2, 21.8 and 18.0 mW, respectively. Each measurement result was the average of 20 devices. The measured peak wavelengths of three LEDs were all at 465 nm. Therefore, the light output power at 20 mA of the thin-GaN LED without micro-reflector shows 36% enhanced when compared to the conventional LED. The thin-GaN LED with micro-reflector increases by 65% as compared with that of the conventional LED and increases by 21% as compared with the thin-GaN LED without micro-reflector in light output power. The modified surface structure improved the probability of photons to escape from the LED, resulting in an increase in the light extraction efficiency of the thin-GaN LED due to the angular randomization of photons inside the LED structure.

The forward voltages at a driving current of 20 mA of the conventional LED, and the thin-GaN LEDs with and without micro-reflector were 3.2, 3.25 and 3.2 V, respectively. The result indicates that the electric characteristic of the thin-GaN LED compared to the conventional LED was not affected by Mg treatment and PEC etching.

4. Conclusion

In summary, we report a thin-GaN LED with micro-reflector on the p-GaN and roughened surface on the n-GaN. The nano-pyramids on the p-GaN were formed by the Mg-treatment and the roughened surface on the n-GaN was etched by PEC. Enhancement of light extraction efficiency, about 65%, could be achieved by the LED with micro-reflector and n-GaN roughness. The thin-GaN LED with superior heat dissipation on the Si substrate allowed higher current operation with higher light output. It is notable that the Mg treatment mentioned in this paper is simple and does not require complicated processes.
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